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Leading a Unity of Effort: A Conversation with
Alejandro Mayorkas, Deputy Secretary,
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Since its inception, the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security has undertaken numerous reviews and reorganizations in an ongoing effort to increase the department’s
efficiency and effectiveness in managing its wide-ranging,
complex set of missions. In April 2014, Secretary of
Homeland Security Jeh Johnson directed DHS leadership to
make several key changes to “transparently incorporate DHS
Components into unified processes and the analytic efforts
that inform decision making.” The secretary indicated that
the overarching goal of this new effort is two-fold: to deepen
understanding of the DHS mission space and to empower
the department’s components to effectively execute its operations. Over the last year, DHS has pursued this unity of
effort against the backdrop of challenges such as tightening
budgets, low morale, and complex oversight structures.
Alejandro Mayorkas, deputy secretary, U.S. Department
of Homeland Security, joined me on The Business of
Government Hour to discuss such topics as the department’s
key strategic priorities, the challenges it faces, how the DHS
“Unity of Effort” initiative is going, and what DHS is doing
to improve its operational performance. The following is an
edited excerpt of our discussion, complemented with additional research. – Michael J. Keegan

On the DHS Mission
The homeland security vision is a homeland that is safe,
secure, and resilient against terrorism and other hazards,
where American interests, aspirations, and way of life can
thrive. This requires the dedication of more than 240,000
employees in jobs that range from aviation and border security to emergency response, from cybersecurity analysis to
chemical facility inspections. Our duties are wide-ranging,
but our goal is clear—keeping America safe. It is an important and dynamic mission that is constantly evolving as the
threats, both natural and manmade, evolve constantly.

is that we are the only department that has a statutorily
provided independent office of civil rights and civil liberties
and an office of privacy. Given our critical missions set, the
importance of these offices cannot be overstated.

On Strategic Priorities
The second Quadrennial Homeland Security Review (QHSR)
was released in 2014. We concluded that we will continue to
adhere to the five basic homeland security missions set forth
in the first QHSR report of 2010, but these missions must be
refined to reflect the evolving landscape of homeland security threats and hazards:
1. Prevent Terrorism and Enhance Security

Simply put, the mission of the department is to keep the
homeland safe—to ensure the security of our residents as
well as the security of our values. I underscore that last point
because what I’ve learned in the role of the deputy secretary
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2. Secure and Manage our Borders
3. Enforce and Administer Our Immigration Laws
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4. Safeguard and Secure Cyberspace
5. Strengthen National Preparedness and Resilience
We must constantly learn from them and adapt. I’d like
to offer a few examples. The terrorist threat is increasingly
decentralized and may be harder to detect. To an increasing
degree, we are focusing our attention on the homegrown
violent extremist; that by using social media, ISIL can motivate individuals here in the U.S. to take action.
The other example is that cyber threats are growing and pose
ever-greater concern to our critical infrastructure systems
as they become increasingly interdependent. The interplay
between cyber security and our critical infrastructure—the
interdependency—is constantly evolving and we’ve had to
shape our cyberstrategy and protection of critical infrastructure accordingly.
While the 2014 QHSR focused on our shared responsibilities with partners across the federal, state, local, tribal,
and territorial governments; the private sector; and other
nongovernmental organizations, the FY14-18 Strategic Plan
focuses on how we accomplish our mission as a department.
Accomplishing these missions requires unity of effort, across
every area of DHS activity and among the numerous homeland security partners and stakeholders.

On Challenges
My first challenge involves the success of the “Unity of
Effort” initiative across the department. It is our goal to
bring a singular focus of expertise and resources from
across the department in the most efficient manner to
ensure that we achieve our varied missions most effectively. We want to do this while being careful stewards of
the public trust. We’ve seen tremendous strides under the
secretary’s leadership.
I would like to highlight a compelling example of this effort
represented by the Southern Border Campaign, where we’ve
taken all of the different assets of the department that have
traditionally or historically been devoted to border security
and all of its ancillary concerns and brought them to bear
in a more unified and cohesive fashion than ever before.
We are coordinating the efforts of Customs and Border
Protection alongside but separate from the United States
Coast Guard, alongside but separate from Immigration and
Customs Enforcement, and so on. I think the impact of such
an initiative will be far greater and the proper allocation of
resources will be far more effective. This is truly a transformational effort.
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Another significant challenge in managing the department
is the constant need to do more with less, given today’s
federal budget environment. We are also working regularly with the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to
address the department’s presence on GAO’s High Risk List.
Upon its creation in 2003, DHS was immediately placed
on the GAO High Risk List because of the challenge of
bringing together 22 disparate federal entities into a single
department. This specific effort presents as many challenges
as opportunities.

On the Unity of Effort Initiative
The department has many strengths. The Unity of Effort
initiative capitalizes on these strengths while identifying
ways to enhance the cohesion of the department as a whole.
The department will accomplish this not by centralizing the
decision-making authority and processes within an opaque
DHS Headquarters, but rather by transparently incorporating
DHS components into unified processes and the analytic
efforts that inform decision making.
As I described, this effort draws upon the resources and
focus of different parts of the department and ensures that
those different entities are working in coordination with
one another in a unified way to address that single-mission
challenge.
We will focus initially on four main lines of effort to
improve our planning, programming, budgeting and execution processes:
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• Inclusive senior leader discussion- and decision-making
forums that provide an environment of trust and
transparency;
• Strengthened management processes for investment,
including requirements, budget, and acquisition processes
that look at cross-cutting issues across the department;
• Focused, collaborative departmental strategy, planning,
and analytic capability that support more effective DHSwide decision making and operations; and
• Enhanced coordinated operations to harness the significant resources of the department more effectively.
My role is to help oversee this effort along with my DHS
component partners. We meet regularly to make sure that
we are, in fact, unifying our efforts. I mentioned earlier
the Southern Border Campaign as a good unity-of-effort
example. Here’s another example using the department’s
aviation resources. The Coast Guard and Customs and Border
Protection have aviation resource needs. We have looked at
the interplay of those resources both in terms of the requirements, and in their use and deployment. Have we analyzed
whether they can merge their purchasing processes, their
requirements development processes, and perhaps even their
deployment processes? We’re taking a look to make sure that
when we buy an aircraft, we inform decision-makers, so the
most useful tool is to identify needs across the department
and not simply be component specific. If executed properly,
the Unity of Effort Initiative will provide the department with
better understanding of the broad and complex DHS mission
space and support the effective execution of our missions.

On Strengthening the Department of Homeland
Security Management Functions
The GAO designated implementing and transforming the DHS
as high-risk because DHS had to transform 22 agencies—
several with major management challenges—into one department. To provide context, management functions include
information technology (IT), acquisition, financial, and human
capital. I became very, very involved in addressing the GAO
high-risk items because of their critical nature to the development of our department. I met with our team. I looked at our
timelines and the first question I asked was, how can these
timelines be accelerated because we’re talking about matters
that are not only high-risk but critical in nature? Our team
doubled down and we accelerated quite a number of our
timelines. We worked very closely with GAO to address the
challenges. It requires significant investment and a close partnership with GAO. We’ve enjoyed all of the above.
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Over the past 12 years, the focus of this high-risk area has
evolved in tandem with DHS’s maturation and evolution.
GAO recognized us as a model in addressing the high-risk
challenges. That was articulated expressly in its last report
and we’re very proud of that. We could not do it without
the tremendous work of our people, and quite frankly,
without the tremendous leadership in GAO, specifically,
Comptroller General Gene Dodaro and the overseer of
our portfolio, George Scott. They are tremendous partners.
They hold our feet to the fire with respect to the challenges,
but they call balls and strikes with respect to the work
that we’re doing effectively. Our efforts to strengthen and
integrate its acquisition, IT, financial, and human capital
management functions have resulted in progress addressing
the criteria for removal from the high-risk list. In particular,
according to the latest report, the department has met two
criteria: leadership commitment and a corrective action
plan; it (partially met) the remaining three criteria: capacity,
a framework to monitor progress, and demonstrated,
sustained progress.
We have made important progress in strengthening our
management functions, but the department needs to demonstrate sustainable, measurable progress in addressing key
challenges that remain within and across these functions.

On Research and Development
Technology and homeland security are inextricably linked. A
vast array of interdependent information technology networks,
systems, services, and resources enable communication,
facilitate travel, power our homes, run our economy and
provide essential government services. These systems provide
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“My first challenge involves the success of the ‘Unity of Effort’ initiative across
the department. It is our goal to bring a singular focus of expertise and
resources from across the department in the most efficient manner to ensure
that we achieve our varied missions most effectively.”

enormous benefits to our society and economy, but they also
create new risks and vulnerabilities. DHS must endeavor to
keep pace with technology and leverage research and development toward homeland security goals.
Under Secretary for Science and Technology at the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, Dr. Reggie Brothers, is
really moving forward in assessing our research and development efforts, and our use and deployment of technology,
to make sure that these efforts are closely tied to the department’s operational needs. Dr. Brothers is bringing great rigor
to making sure that our operational plans and our operational needs and tempo are synched with the department’s
Research & Development efforts. He is also working more
closely with the private sector. He comes from the U.S.
Department of Defense where the R&D machinery is much
more mature than at DHS, so he’s bringing that confidence
and experience to DHS.
Our ultimate goal in this area is to employ scientific study to
understand homeland security threats and vulnerabilities by
pursuing a research and development strategy that is operationally focused, highly innovative, and founded on building
partnerships among operators, scientists, and engineers, and
by providing operational support.

On Partnerships
Homeland security is achieved through a shared effort
among all partners, from corporations to nonprofits and
families. Together, we can harness common interests to
achieve solutions beyond what any of us could do alone.
Recent events, including the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil
spill and Hurricane Sandy, highlight the fundamentally
important relationship that DHS must foster and sustain
with the private sector as well as state, local, tribal, territorial, and international partners. In addition, rapidly
evolving or emerging operating domains such as cyberspace and the Arctic are demanding new approaches and
models for how DHS partners to achieve homeland security
objectives.
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— Alejandro Mayorkas

Prevailing Challenges that Pose the Most
Strategically Significant Risk
The threats, hazards, trends, and other dynamics
reflected in the drivers of change suggest several
prevailing strategic challenges that will drive risk over
the next five years:
• The terrorist threat is evolving and, while changing
in shape, remains significant as attack planning
and operations become more decentralized. The
United States and its interests, particularly in the
transportation sector, remain persistent targets.
• Growing cyber threats are significantly increasing
risks to critical infrastructure and to the greater U.S.
economy.
• Biological concerns as a whole, including bioterrorism,
pandemics, foreign animal diseases, and other agricultural concerns, endure as a top homeland security risk
because of both potential likelihood and impacts.
• Nuclear terrorism through the introduction and use of
an improvised nuclear device, while unlikely, remains
an enduring risk because of its potential consequences.
• Transnational criminal organizations are increasing
in strength and capability, driving risk in counterfeit
goods, human trafficking, illicit drugs, and other
illegal flows of people and goods.
• Natural hazards are becoming more costly to address,
with increasingly variable consequences due, in part,
to drivers such as climate change and interdependent
and aging infrastructure.
• Beyond these specific strategic challenges, factors
such as technology and migration present both
opportunities and challenges for the homeland
security community.
Source: The 2014 Quadrennial Homeland Security Review, p.28
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“ I became very involved in
addressing the GAO high-risk
items because of their critical
nature to the development of our
department. I met with our team.
I looked at our timelines and the
first question I asked was, how
can these timelines be accelerated
because we’re talking about
matters that are not only high risk
but critical in nature.”
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Strengthening Department Unity of Effort:
Guidance to Results
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The Unity of Effort Initiative capitalizes on these strengths
while identifying ways to enhance the cohesion of the
department as a whole. The department will accomplish
this not by centralizing the decision making authority
and processes within an opaque DHS Headquarters, but
rather by transparently incorporating DHS Components
into unified decision-making processes and the analytic
efforts that inform decision making.

We are focusing on enhancing our partnerships and outreach
as an integral piece of the department’s Unity of Effort initiative. I lead the newly-established Deputies Management
Action Group. We bring all the key senior leadership across
the department’s components to address some of our critical financial and budget challenges and how we can best
use the resources of the department to achieve our priorities. One of the key areas of focus is our partnership with the
private sector. We had a very significant industry day where
we talked about our acquisition strategy, our acquisition
process, and welcomed the private sector feedback on how
we could improve operational performance.

On Surprises
Prior to becoming deputy secretary, I was obviously well
aware and quite familiar with the significant mission of the
department, but once you are in a role as deputy secretary, the breadth and depth of the department’s mission set
becomes even more significant, and surprises abound. Let’s
take, for example, the Ebola response. DHS was on the frontline of screening travelers from the three African countries
that were hot zones for Ebola. We devoted considerable
effort and energy in response to this crisis. If you had asked
me three years ago what role the department would play in
response to such a crisis, I probably would have answered
somewhere on the periphery, but that wasn’t so. I think
it’s just a fascinating breadth. It’s both a challenge and an
incredible opportunity. ¥

To learn more about the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, go to
www.dhs.gov.
To hear The Business of Government Hour interview with Alejandro
Mayorkas, go to the Center’s website at www.businessofgovernment.org.
To download the show as a podcast on your computer or MP3 player,
from the Center’s website at www.businessofgovernment.org, right
click on an audio segment, select Save Target As, and save the file.
To read the full transcript of The Business of Government Hour
interview with Alejandro Mayorkas, visit the Center’s website at
www.businessofgovernment.org.
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